
Previously: Heidi, who misses her mountains dearly, has sent 
a letter to Grandfather for him to visit her in Frankfurt. 
But Grandfather never replied and Heidi understands why: Aunt 
Dete, who wants Heidi’s best, never sent the letter. Fearing 
she’ll never see Grandfather again, Heidi falls ill. Clara 
and Mr Sesemann realise what’s at stake: Heidi will die if 
she stays in Frankfurt. She has to go back to Dörfli! Heidi 
sends a letter to Grandfather to let him know the good news 
but the letter gets lost before it reaches Grandfather.

Episode 27:

1. INT. CLARA’S ROOM - NIGHT

The stars in the sky, shining in the moonless night. 

CLARA (OFF)1
Tomorrow you’ll see all the stars 
in your mountain sky.

We ZOOM OUT and REVEAL that it’s actually the reflection of 
the stars in the full length mirror placed so Clara can see 
the stars from her bed (as in #14, on Clara and Heidi’s first 
night together).

Heidi is with Clara on Clara’s bed. They’re in their 
nightdresses, Clara sitting up, tucked in, Heidi on the edge 
of the bed beside the mirror.

On the bedside table, the oil lamp has been turned off so the 
stars can shine brightly on the mirror. Clara has her hand on 
Heidi’s, a faint smile on her face. Heidi squeezes Clara’s 
hand, smiling enthusiastically.

HEIDI2
And I’ll tell Grandfather all about 
you! (a beat) Make sure Aunt Dete 
places the mirror for you here 
tomorrow night. So we can watch 
them together!

Clara smiles at the idea. Then she takes a folded piece of 
paper from her bedside table drawer and hands it to Heidi.

CLARA3
It’s for you.

Heidi beams.

HEIDI4
For me?

She takes the paper, unfolds it and smiles happily.

CLOSE on the piece of paper, a drawing of Heidi and Clara in 
the meadow, running together.



HEIDI5
It’s beautiful! Thank you!

Heidi is moved, and she looks at Clara. Then she jumps on the 
bed.

HEIDI6
Soon you’ll walk in the mountains 
with me! I’m sure! (a beat) Will 
you come and visit me? Do you think 
your father will allow it?

Clara smiles and nods.

CLARA7
I’d like that!

Suddenly Heidi stands and raises her hand.

HEIDI8
Now we have to take an oath!

Clara is surprised.

CLARA9
An oath?

HEIDI10
That’s what real friends do! To 
promise not to forget each other 
and to see each other again!

Clara smiles. Heidi goes on, excited. She raises her hand. 
Clara smiles back, raising her hand as well.

HEIDI11
I promise to see you again in the 
mountains and to show you how 
beautiful they are!

Heidi turns to the mirror with the stars.

HEIDI12
And everytime I’ll look at the 
stars, I’ll think of you and our 
friendship! Forever!

Clara looks at the stars in the mirror too, a large smile on 
her face.

CLARA13
I promise too!

On their smile...

FADE TO:
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2. EXT. STARRY SKY ABOVE FRANKFURT - NIGHT > MORNING

The starry night over Frankfurt. The stars shine and go pale 
as a new day dawns and the sun appears. 

CUT TO:

3. EXT. GRANDFATHER’S CABIN - MORNING

Establishing of the cabin in the morning.

4. INT. GRANDFATHER’S CABIN - MORNING

Joseph lies at the foot of the table in Grandfather’s cabin. 
His snout leans on his paw, but his eyes and eyebrows are 
following movement above him. We hear some rustling and 
rummaging.

We PAN UP to see Grandfather as he finishes to pack his 
backpack, taking the last object (a small wooden carved goat) 
from the table, where his chair is already upside down.

He puts the figurine in the backpack and closes it. Then he 
takes his backpack from the table, and puts Heidi’s stool 
upside down on the table, <SIGHING>.

GRANDFATHER14
<SIGH>

Then he gives a last look around the cabin.

GRANDFATHER’S POV: the cabin is clean and empty, the open 
doors to the pantry and cupboard reveal they are empty. It 
now looks like an unoccupied space.

Grandfather turns and opens the door.

GRANDFATHER15
(neutral)

Come on, Joseph!

Joseph stands and follows Grandfather outside.

Grandfather closes the door as we stay in the now empty 
cabin. Through the window, we see Grandfather walking away 
and disappear from view.

5. EXT. GRANDFATHER’S CABIN - MORNING

Little Swan and Little Bear are grazing the grass aorund the 
cabin.

We FIND Grandfather as he fills his water bottle from the 
trough on the right side of the cabin. 
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His backpack is on the ground. Chippy lands on the pump and 
<CHIRPS>. Grandfather looks at him.

GRANDFATHER16
You have to start a new life, 
Chippy! There won’t be anyone 
around, now!

Suddenly they hear Peter’s <WHISTLES>.

PETER (OFF)17
<WHISTLE AND MOUTH NOISES>

Chippy takes off as he hears the whistle. Grandfather turns.

GRANDFATHER’S POV: Peter and his goats appear up the path. 
Seeing Grandfather, he waves and smiles.

Back on Grandfather, waving back.

GRANDFATHER18
(to himself)

Right on time, Peter!

As Peter approaches the trough, Chippy now flying around him, 
he frowns when he sees Grandfather’s backpack.

PETER19
Good morning, Uncle! You’re going 
to the village?

Grandfather puts his full water bottle in his backpack and 
puts his backpack on his back.

GRANDFATHER20
I’m going back to Italy.

Peter is flabbergasted.

PETER21
Huh? What? When are you coming 
back?

Grandfather looks at Peter, determined and firm.

GRANDFATHER22
I won’t.

PETER23
But... what about Heidi?

GRANDFATHER24
You know she won’t come back. (a 
beat) She must be happy in the 
city. This is the right place for 
her. 

Peter nods sadly, lost for words.
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